180 pended, as it were, over the earthly life. All thought of
destination was annihilated; we were purring smoothly
over the undulating ground, advancing towards the void
of pure sensation, and the dream, which was hallucinat-
ing, had suddenly become vivid and unbearably real. It
was just as he was describing the strange sensation he had
experienced of suddenly discovering his own body lying
prone on the bed, of balancing himself gingerly above it
so as to slowly descend and fit himself into it again'with-
out the loss of an arm or a toe, that out of the corner of .
my eye I caught the full devastating beauty of the great
plain of Thebes which we were approaching and, unable
to control myself, I burst into tears. Why had no one
prepared me for this? I cried out. I begged the driver to
stop a moment in order to devour the scene with one full
sweeping glance. We were not yet in the bed of the
plainj we were amidst the low mounds and hummocks
which had been stunned motionless by the swift messen-
gers of light We were in the dead center of that soft
silence which absorbs even the breathing of the gods. Man
had nothing to do with this, nor even nature. In this realm
nothing moves nor stirs nor -breathes save the finger of
mysteryj this is the hush that descends upon the world
before the coming of a miraculous event. The event it-
self is not recorded here, only the passing of it, only the
violet glow of its wake. This is an invisible corridor of
time, a vast, breathless parenthesis which swells like the
uterus and haying bowelled forth its anguish relapses
like a run-down clock. We glide through the long level
• plain, the first real oasis I have ever glimpsed. How am
I to distinguish it from those other irrigated Paradises
known to man? Was it more lush, more fertile, did it
groan with a heavier weight of produce? Was it a thriv-
ing honey-comb of activity? I cannot say that I was made
aware of any of these factors. The plain of Thebes was

